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ABSTRACT

1.

Throughout the history of Software Engineering (SE) it has
been repeatedly found that the humans involved, i.e. the engineers and developers in addition to other stakeholders, are
a key factor in determining project outcomes and success.
However, the amount of research that focuses on human aspects has been limited compared to research with technology
or process focus. With increasing maturity of the field, interest in agile methods and a growing dissatisfaction with
the continued challenges of developing high-quality software
on time, the amount of SE research putting human aspect
in primary focus has increased.
In this paper we argue that a synthesized view of the
emerging human-focused SE research is needed and can add
value through giving focus, direction and help identify gaps.
Taking cues from the addition of Behavioral Economics as
an important part of the area of Economics we propose the
term Behavioral Software Engineering (BSE) as an umbrella
concept for research that focus on behavioral and social aspects in the work activities of software engineers. We propose that a model based on three units of analysis can give
structure and point to concepts that are important for BSE.
To add detail to this model we are conducting a systematic
review to map out what is currently known. To exemplify
the model and the area we here present the results from a
subset of the identified concepts.

It is sometimes claimed that knowledge-intensive organizations, e.g. IT and Software industry, stand for and symbolize the future of business and working life. The increased
interest in knowledge-intensive firms is related to their continued growth and overall importance for society. However,
despite this increased interest there are relatively few studies
that focus on the professional software developers and the
organizational psychology and social aspects around their
work [68, 16].
Warfield [69] noted that there is a debate regarding which
research methodologies are adequate for this type of research. Researchers based in technology such as computer
science often leans to quantitative methodologies while researchers based in behavioral science leans toward qualitative methodologies. As the information systems and technology field (IS/IT) exist in the space between both organizational behavior and technology, a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methodologies are required
to advance the knowledge of both disciplines as one.
This has been recognized throughout the years and also in
Software Engineering (SE) where research approaches from
multiple fields have been utilized. Still, only relatively few
studies in SE focus on the humans involved or the social
aspects of the groups in which they organize themselves,
compared to the number of papers that has a primarily technological perspective.
In this paper we argue that a clearer definition is needed
of what this area of SE should be and the many aspects
it may need to consider. To identify such aspects, we look
to the behavioral sciences and the many concepts that has
been studied there. In an ongoing study we are performing
a literature review to identify which SE research exist that
relates to this proposed area and which concepts they study.
In this paper we present initial results to show the potential
benefits of a synthesized and more complete view.
After a Background in Section 2 we propose a definition
of Behavioral Software Engineering in Section 3. Section 4
then presents the method we have used to create an initial
taxonomy and initial results. Finally, Section 5 discusses
our findings while Section 6 concludes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.4 [Computer Applications]: SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES—Psychology, Sociology; D.2.9 [Software
Engineering]: Management—Programming Teams

General Terms
Human aspects, Management

Keywords
Behavioral Software Engineering, Psychology

2.

To appear in 7th International Workshop on Cooperative and Human Aspects of Software Engineering (CHASE 2014), Hyderabad, India, June 2-3,
2014

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Since the importance of human and social aspects in software engineering has been recognized since long there is
a multitude of related work and topic-specific conferences.
In the following section we briefly describe what we have
deemed most relevant and that has affected our proposed

definition and model of Behavioral Software Engineering.
These main areas are work and organization psychology and
behavioral economics. We also review how these topics have
been described in different conferences and sub-areas within
software engineering.
Conferences on human aspects in SE. A number of workshops and conferences have addressed concerns close to BSE
over the years. For example, the CHASE workshops have
highlighted two main strands: (a) human and (b) cooperative aspects of SE and emphasized that SE activities typically happen in the context of a group or team [52]. A number of conferences (‘Human-centered SE’ (HCSE) and ‘Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems’ (CHI)
among them) have names that allude to this type of research
but focus mainly on the human-computer interaction or on
usability; we do not focus on this aspect since it is relatively
well developed.
Similarly, we acknowledge that there are many connections to the area of socio-technical systems and there have
been several proposals for adopting such approaches to the
design of software and information systems [5]. Even though
there are plenty of and varied results and proposals in this
area they are generally more focused on the system to be
delivered and the people and organization that will use it
rather than the people and organization that develop it; our
focus is the opposite.
Psychology of Programming. According to Sajaniemi [48]
psychology of programming (PoP) is an interdisciplinary science that dates back to the late 1970s. The aim of PoP,
which covers research in (1) computer programmers’ cognition, (2) tools and methods for programming related activities and (3) programming education, was originally to make
the programmers work more efficiently and to produce better software.
The Psychology of Programming Interest Group was established in the late 1980s [48]. Even though it defines the
term programming quite broadly to include any aspects of
software development the annual workshop series the group
hosts mostly emphasize the individual perspective of programming. The research methods discussed and used most
often have been adopted from cognitive psychology [48].
Work and Organizational Psychology. Work and organizational psychology (WOP) has its roots in applied psychology.
In the mid 1950s WOP could be defined by two simple epithets - fitting the person to the job and fitting the job to the
person [17, 2]. Since then the research area has broadened.
A source of confusion is that WOP has a lot of synonyms,
e.g. applied psychology, occupational psychology, industrial
psychology and work psychology, and that no unified definition exist [17, 2].
Furnham [17] suggests three ways to understand organizational psychology. One way is by analyzing the contributing
founding scientific disciplines. It is commonly agreed that
WOP is interdisciplinary where the major founding disciplines are psychology, social psychology, sociology and anthropology [17, 2].
Another way of understanding work and organizational
psychology is by analyzing different definitions and descriptions. An example of a description by Robertson et al. [2] is
“Work psychology is about people’s behavior, thoughts and
emotion related to their work” (p. xvii). Furnham [17] (p.
2) defines it as follows:
... the study of how individuals are recruited,

selected and socialized into organizations; how
they are rewarded and motivated; how organizations are structured formally and informally
into groups, sections and teams; and how leaders emerges and behave. It also examines how
the organization influences the thoughts, feelings
and behavior of all the employees by the actual,
imagined or implied behaviours of others in their
organization. Organizational psychology is the
study of the individual in the organization, but
it is also concerned with small and large groups
and the organization as a whole as it impacts on
the individual....
The third way of understanding this area of research is by
listing its subfields. For example Muchinsky [37] describes
that organizational psychologists work in one of six subfields;
training and development, employee selection, ergonomics,
performance management, work life or organizational development.
Behavioral Economics (BE) is an interdisciplinary science
which, using models and knowledge from neighbouring sciences, aims to establish descriptively accurate findings about
human cognitive ability and social interaction with implications on economic behaviors and processes. The most influential neighbouring science has been psychology [45]. Some
scientists argue that psychological economics is a separate
strand of behavioral economics which borrows solely from
psychology, especially cognitive psychology [61].
According to Camerer [9] the ideas in behavioral economics are not new. Before the 20th century, when psychology did not exist as a discipline in science, economics
giants like Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham included behavioral aspects in their work. At the beginning of the 20th
century the economists were affected by the natural scientist
and the psychological aspects were gradually toned down.
In the second half of the 20th century one particular type
of economic models had the greatest impact on the emergence of behavioral economics - the models of decision making under uncertainty. These models originally assumed
that people are rational and are driven by the principle
of expected utility maximization. However, behavioral research systematically documented how people violated such
assumptions [9].
The early papers in behavioral economics often had a similar pattern. First, models frequently used by economics
were chosen and anomalies were identified. The anomalies
were used to create alternative theories and finally a better
economic model was proposed based on more realistic views
of behavior. The early studies relied heavily on evidence
generated by experiments [14]. Specifically, Cramer notes
two most influential publications in behavior economics published by Tversky and Kahneman. One demonstrated the
anchoring effect [63], a psychological heuristic that influences how people intuitively assess probabilities, and the
second paper presented prospect theory [24], a theory of
how people make choice under uncertainty.

3.

BEHAVIORAL SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Given the background it is clear that there are a number
of research areas that study or touch on different human
aspects in relation to the development of software. How-

ever, the relation and/or overlap between them and what
they cover is unclear. While research within psychology of
programming focuses on the individual and one specific software engineering activity (programming) it puts less focus
on other important activities or on the group and organizational levels. Even though both work and organization
psychology as well as socio-technical systems highlight all
these three main units of analysis (individual, group and
organization), the former has no specific focus on software
development while the latter focus on the use of the developed system.
We argue that the software engineering discipline would
gain from a clearly defined area of research concerned with
realistic notions of human behaviour that emphasizes the
different units of analysis in software development. An inspiration is Behavioral Economics and the importance that
this sub-field of Economics discipline has gained in recent
years. In addition to the scientific value of having a clearly
defined area of discourse we also argue that the definition is
needed for political reasons. We need a clearly defined area
and key concepts in arguments externally, to funding agencies and the society at large, as well as internally, to other
SE researchers more focused on technical or process/method
aspects of SE work.
Thus we define Behavioral Software Engineering as the
study of behavioral and social aspects of software engineering
activities performed by individuals, groups or organizations.
Behavioral and social aspects primarily include psychology, sociology and anthropology which cover people’s behavior, thoughts and emotions but also other areas and concepts.
Groups and organizations on different levels, size and connectivity can be studied, e.g. teams as well as more loosely
connected communities and ecosystems of weakly interacting developers.
Even though the actual user and other customer-related
stakeholders will directly and indirectly influence the development activities the actual human-computer interaction is
already amply covered in many existing research activities
and communities and the concept of BSE would risk becoming too diluted if it were to also encompass usability
and interaction-related aspects on software systems development.
We argue that the three units of analysis of individual,
group and organization are a relevant starting point also
for a taxonomy or overview model to give structure to Behavioral Software Engineering. Even though software development is different from many other types of work it is
unlikely to constitute a whole different type of human endeavor. Rather, the basic levels at which human aspects are
studied in other areas [17, 4, 5] are likely relevant also for
software development. At least, such a model can be viewed
as a relevant first approximation. Specific psychological and
social concepts can then be linked to the units of analysis.

4.

TOWARDS A TAXONOMY

In this section we present a pilot study for a systematic literature review [26] in Behavioral Software Engineering that
aims to (1) create and validate an overview model and taxonomy of the area and (2) study what previous research has
been done and identify gaps. Below, we give a brief overview
of the review method used and present the initial results for
a subset of relevant psychological concepts.

Unit of
Analysis

Psychological Concept
Locus of control

Self efficacy

Individual

Self esteem
Self discipline

Group

Organization

Group think

Team composition

Organizational change

Organizational culture

Figure 1: Psychological concepts in pilot study and
their relation to main units of analysis

4.1

Review Method

The review method was based on the guidelines described
by Kitchenham [26] and included the following six distinct
stages; (1) defining research questions, (2) analysing the
need for a systematic literature review (SLR), (3) identifying
relevant psychological concepts, (4) selecting data sources
and search string, (5) defining research selection criteria and
process, and (6) data extraction and synthesis. The pilot
study focused on two of the stages; (3) identifying relevant
psychological concepts and (4) selecting data sources and
search string.
Identifying relevant psychological concepts. As a starting
point in the process of identifying psychological concepts we
used the psychological areas of contribution used by Furnham [17]. These contribution areas are related to the same
three units of analysis as could be found in our definition
of Behavioral Software Engineering (individual, group and
organization).
For each of the contribution areas we identified psychological concepts by seeking information in the literature and by
interviewing experts in the field of social psychology. The
literature consisted mainly of text books in occupational and
organizational psychology. Our intentions were not to compile a complete list, but to include the main concepts that
can act as a starting point. After some screening and merging, in total, approximately 60 concepts from psychology
and social sciences have been identified.
For the systematic literature review pilot presented here
we choose the subset of psychological concepts shown in Figure 1. The concepts were chosen based on two criteria. First,
we wanted to include all three units of analysis. Second, we
choose concepts that have not previously been systematically reviewed in SE (e.g.the pilot review excluded motivation, previously reviewed in [6]).
Selecting data sources and search string. The review was
interdisciplinary, therefore we selected databases likely to
cover both more technical as well as psychological research;
IEEE Xplore Digital library, ACM Digital library, PsycINFO
and Google Scholar.
One search string was generated for each concept by combining the population (different synonyms used to describe
software engineers) and the psychological concept with the
logical AND operator.

4.2

Results of the Pilot Study

The pilot study selection process resulted in 52 papers selected for data extraction and analysis. Of those, 15 papers
focus on the individual: locus of control (3 papers found),
self efficacy (9), self esteem (3), self discipline (no papers),
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Figure 2: Temporal distribution of included papers
per unit of analysis

Figure 3: Included papers per category for the psychological concepts of the pilot study

17 papers focus on the group: group think (4), team composition (13), and 20 papers focus on the organization: organizational change (6) and organizational culture (14).
Table 1 presents the sources, the number of found and included papers, their context and research for the psychological concepts. The research methods and contexts are based
on definitions previously used by Unterkalmsteiner [65].
Observe that no papers related to self discipline were found
and that only one of all of the included papers used an experimental research method. Worth noticing is also the difference in research methods between the units of analysis.
The organizational unit includes 10 papers that are solution
proposals, whereas the individual unit includes no paper using that method. Of the 52 included papers, six considered
more than one unit analysis [62, 28, 41, 7, 57, 18]. Of these,
only two addressed all three levels [57, 18].
Figure 2 presents the temporal distribution of the included
papers per unit of analysis. Even though we searched for papers from 1997 and onwards the majority (87%) were published 2005 or later, indicating an increasing interest in the
psychological concepts 1 .
The papers were classified into six software engineering
categories; performance, agile development, multi concept
studies, pair programming, method proposal and miscellaneous. The number of included papers per category can be
seen in figure 3. Below we briefly describe the papers, structured based on the unit of analysis and SE category they
investigate.

Multi concept studies: This category included papers in
which several psychological concepts were studied in relation to each other, in a software engineering context. A
survey study performed by Calisir et al. [8] showed that internal locus positively influenced job satisfaction. Ozer [42]
concluded that employees’ locus of control did not moderate the leader-member exchange (LMX) [19] to job satisfaction relationship. The relationship between self efficacy and
other psychological concepts were examined in three studies. Self efficacy was found to be positively associated to
high motivation in open source projects [21] and to organizational commitment [3]. Further, creative self efficacy was
negatively correlated to degree of centrality [71].
Pair programming: Three of the studied examined the effects of self esteem on pair programming. The results were
coherent and showed that paired students’ self esteem did
not influence pair compatibility [70, 49, 25].
Miscellaneous: The research and results of the following
studies were quite independent and could not be grouped
into any specific category. Three of these studies were related to self efficacy. In a cross-cultural survey on students
from Germany, France and Greece concludes that the French
students had a (relative) drop in self efficacy compared with
the other measured variables [20]. A study in India showed
that perceived self efficacy is positively related to intentions
to reuse software assets [33], and a study that examined
the knowledge sharing behavior among software developers
showed that knowledge sharing self efficacy has a positive
effect on knowledge sharing behavior [62].

4.2.1

Individual

Performance: One study [12] indicated no correlation between locus of control and programming performance. Regarding self efficacy, Ramalingam et al. [46] showed that
high self efficacy had a positive effect on programming performance, and Ambrose et al. [1] argued that downsizing
affected self efficacy negatively, which in turn decreased programming performance.
Agile development: Only one study related to the individual
unit of analysis was found. It showed that among managers
a high level of self efficacy was positively associated with a
high level of agile orientation [50].
1
Although, we need to consider the overall trend in the number of SE papers to analyze this in more detail.

4.2.2

Group

Performance: Team composition was identified as a performance factor in five studies [27, 34, 32, 43, 11]. One study
stated that personality diversity was among the strongest
predictors of project success [43]. Another study concluded
that the more degrees of freedom in the composition process
the better the result will be, but that there is always a tradeoff between including the best available experts from different sites and the corresponding communication and coordination problems [27]. A systematic mapping survey showed
that team composition criteria related to human factors,
such as personality and behavior, presented the strongest
correlations to project success [11].

Table 1: Searched sources, number of found and included papers, their context and research method for the
four psychological concepts in focus for the pilot study
Num search results
Psychological concept

Locus of control
Self efficacy
Self esteem
Self discipline
Group think
Team composition
Organizational change
Organizational culture
Total

Google IEEE ACM
Scholar Xplore Digital
3 060
7 370
7 330
1 980
2 570
8 000
17 200
16 600
64 110

5
13
5
10
2
18
40
48
141

48
161
97
26
1
256
200
197
986

PsycInfo
2
6
1
0
1
3
17
6
36

Included
papers InduNonNone
stry industry
3
9
3
0
4
13
6
14
52

Agile development: Three papers studied group think in relation to agile development. They indicated an intrinsic vulnerability of an agile team to group think and discussed that
it might be a consequence of high cohesiveness [10, 31, 44].
Regarding team composition, two studies stated that team
composition was a success factor in agile development [51,
36], and another presents a tool for support managers in
composing the teams [28].
Multi concept studies: One study examined the relationship
between trust and group composition. The study demonstrated that in culturally homogeneous groups individualism
had a negative impact on the level of interpersonal trust, and
that individualism in culturally heterogeneous groups had a
positive impact on interpersonal trust among members [29].
Method proposal: In total, six of the studies proposed method
or guidelines. Of these, three were related to team composition [59, 66, 41].
Miscellaneous: Regarding group think, McAvoy [30] examined project post-mortems before the post-mortem has occurred. The study concluded that hierarchical group think
had a detrimental affect on teams’ view of project postmortems.

4.2.3

Research method
Quantitative

Context

Organization

Performance: Two studies identified organizational culture as a factor affecting performance [57, 32].
Agile development: Nerur et al. [39] argues that organizations must carefully assess their readiness before treading
the path of agility and states that organizations conducive
to innovation may embrace agile methods more easily than
those founding on bureaucracy and formalization. Four agile
development papers were related to organizational culture.
One showed that specific organizational cultures correlates
with effective use agile methods [56] and three of the papers
the relationship were discussed, and obstacles and facilitators were identified [23, 60, 18].
Multi concept studies: Five studies investigated the relationship to software process improvement (SPI). Four of which
verified that organizational culture had an influence on SPI
[53, 40, 54, 38], while one organizational change study presented methods to increase the applicability of SPI [64].
Briggs and Little [7] concluded that an understanding of the
organizational culture could improve the decision-making
process.

2
5
0
0
2
4
3
6
22

1
2
2
0
0
3
0
0
8

0
2
0
0
1
3
3
8
17

Case Action Industry
study report report
3
8
2
0
3
5
3
4
28

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

None-Quant.

Sur- ExperiSLR
vey
ment
2
8
2
0
2
6
3
6
29

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
0
1
3
0
1
7

Solution
proposal
0
0
0
0
1
4
3
7
15

Method proposal: In total, six of the studies proposed method
or guidelines. Of these, two were related to organizational
culture [67, 22] and one was related to organizational change
[55].
Miscellaneous: Robinson and Sharp [47] explored the interaction between organizational culture and extreme programming (XP). They concluded that although the interaction between organizational culture and XP is complex,
XP can thrive in a range of cultures. Three uncategorized
studies were related to organizational change. Dirksen et
al. [13] states that ideas of change are often implemented
as instruments of modernity and demonstrated how this can
lead to an artificialization of organizational life. They suggest that fostering people’s passion for knowledge and their
identification with the organization could be a more productive alternative. A study by Thomas et al. [58] was based
on the assumption that organizational change is an ongoing
process and occurs in everyday interactions. By studying
communication patterns he developed a model that shows
how particular communicative practices can lead to generative dialogue, within which resistance plays a facilitative
role. In two case studies Middleton [35] concluded that to
obtain organizational change there is a need for fast results
from low cost actions and that the lean techniques might be
a way to achieve that.

5.

DISCUSSION

This paper has argued that there is a need to more clearly
identify and define an interdisciplinary area of research called
Behavioral Software Engineering that should leverage recent
results in behavioral science, primarily Psychology but also
Sociology and related areas, for a better understanding of
the humans involved in software development. We have proposed such a definition and also proposed that a taxonomy
of key concepts of this field should be structured based on
three main units of analysis. Finally, the paper presented
initial results from a systematic literature review for a few
concepts in the BSE taxonomy.
The overview model is not complete and we think it will
need to evolve over time as a richer picture of BSE is synthesized. We think it will also be key to consider multiple
concepts at several units of analysis together. Thus, the
model should not be interpreted as static and as defining
isolated ‘islands’ of concerns; to consider the interplay be-

tween multiple concepts at possibly several units of analysis
will be important for a better understanding.
The main result from the pilot of the systematic literature review is that it confirms the need for a more complete
review of BSE. There are currently many psychological and
sociological concepts relevant for Software Engineering for
which there is no synthesized overview of the state-of-theart; a full systematic literature review could both point to
where there are solid results but also show gaps and areas
where research is missing. There has been work on consolidating results on motivation in software engineering [6] but
in other areas for which there is quite a lot of research, e.g.
trait-based personality of software developers and engineering [15], there is a lack of summary studies.
The pilot review also makes it clear that there are areas
with no or little existing research, e.g. no papers related to
self discipline was found. Compared to the many relevant
identified concepts there are probably several that have not
been considered at all in Software Engineering up to now.
We believe a complete systematic literature review could
both point to where there are solid results, but also show
gaps and areas where research is missing. Also, even if our
results indicate a growing trend with more SE studies that
consider psychological and sociological aspects, the area is
still young and is likely to see continued growth.
In more detail, our results so far indicate that existing
research on BSE are scattered on several concepts and/or
focused on one unit of analysis. It is more rare to find studies that consider both the individual level and the group
level, for example. If they exist they often focus heavily on
one of the units while covering others in brief. We argue
that by having a unified view of BSE and by learning from
more mature areas such as socio-technical systems and work
and organization psychology we can get a richer analytic
framework and consider several concepts, levels and units of
analysis to better understand software engineering process,
methods and tools. Thus, a systematic literature review and
better and richer models of what constitutes BSE can both
help direct efforts when selecting new studies and enrich the
analysis of data elicited in those studies.
The review method of the pilot systematic literature review is not fully described in here. However, since it is based
on well-known and accepted guidelines for how to conduct
this type of study we do not consider this a major limitation.
Furthermore, only a few psychological concepts for each of
the three units of analysis were covered by the review and
thus no complete analysis of the BSE field has been conducted. Thus our findings should be considered suggestive
rather than conclusive.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Even though human aspects on software engineering work
have been recognized as important for a long time there is
not a clearly identified area and concept for studying it. We
have argued that naming and defining such an area is important both scientifically and politically. Thus, we have
proposed the concept of Behavioral Software Engineering
(BSE) which focuses on more realistic notions of human nature in software development work.
Furthermore, we propose that the three main units of
analysis that have been used in other behavioral sciences
(individual, group and organization) should be the basis also
for a taxonomy of Behavioral Software Engineering. To de-

tail such a taxonomy we are performing a large systematic
literature review based on a total of approximately 60 concepts from psychology and social sciences. The initial results, presented here in brief, indicate that there has been
an increased interest in Behavioral Software Engineering for
the last 5 to 10 years, that different research methods and
types of papers are typically used for different units of analysis and that few studies focus on more than one unit of
analysis. Also, the identified papers focus on relatively few
aspects of software engineering. We think the time is ripe to
put a Behavioral Software Engineering much more squarely
and clearly in focus for future research to improve software
development.
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